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To His Excellency George N. Briggs, Governor and Com-

mander in Chief

:

I have the honor to present to your Excellency the annual

report from the Department under my charge.

The following Table numbered 1, gives the annual return of

the Enrolled Militia. It shows a decrease from last year, of

877 men. Enquiries made of the local authorities in regard to

this falling off, met with two unvarying explanations, viz.: 1st.

The extensive emigration to California. 2d. The great reduc-

tion, in all manufacturing towns, of the floating population de-

pendent upon that branch of industry for employment ; which was

lost to them, in consequence of the great depression of business.

From these causes, we find the decrease above named, in place

of the moderate increase, which, under common circumstances,

might have been expected :

—

TABLE 1.

Return of the Enrolled Militia, for 1849.

Counties. 1S48. 1849. Increase. Decrease.

f
Suffolk, . 12,573 10,299 2,278
Dukes, . 329 316 _ 13
Nantucket, 365 499 - 66

T)tvtston '

Barnstable, 1,929 2,056 127 -

Norfolk, . 8,609 8,743 134 -

Plymouth, 5,838 6,148 310 -

[Bristol, . 7,988 7222 - 766

Second
J
Essex, 11,747 11,022 _ 725

Division. \ Middlesex, 17,757 18,363 606 -

f Worcester, 13,884 15,282 1,398 _

Third
Franklin, 2,983 3,188 205 -

T)TVTmoiv-. i

Hampshire, 3,478 3,606 128 -

Hampden, 5,405 5,306 - 99
^ Berkshire, 4,992 5,154 162 -

^x

98,077 97,200 3,070 3,947
Subtract, 97,200 - - 3,070

877 - - 877
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Active Militia.

The law passed at the last session of the Legislature, in rela-

tion to the Volunteer Militia, has been productive, so far, of the

desired results. It is not possible, of course, that a first experi-

ment in a matter requiring preparation, organization and ar-

rangement, should effect the full amount of good of which the sys-

tem is capable. Its effects upon the militia have been, never-

theless, as favorable as were anticipated by the friends of the

measure. From the very nature of the case, its beneficial ten-

dencies must develope themselves gradually
; and each year of

successful operation will add to the good and diminish any un-

desirable consequences that may be found to exist.

The new system has, in the first place, proved popular among
the soldiery. Whether it be the interest excited by the novel

duties, or a combination of that with other causes, the down-

ward course in point of numbers, has, for this year at least, been

arrested. The accompanying Tables,—numbered 2 and 3,

—

show the force on duty at the May inspection, and at the Fall

encampments, respectively
;
giving a total about the same as that

of last year. These figures do not, however, give a fair repre-

sentation of the full results. There are several newly organ-

ized companies which did no duty at the May inspection, and

some which were not returned at either period ; owing to want

of sufficient time for preparation. Were all the newly raised

corps included in the returns, a considerable increase over last

year would be apparent. This resuft is all the more decisive

and encouraging, from the fact, that the active militia has felt

the effects of the emigration to California far more, proportiona-

bly, than the enrolled militia. The class of young men, active

and energetic, that enters so largely into the composition of our

military companies, is, of course, especially liable to be drawn

into a bold and romantic adventure, congenial to such charac-

ter. There are cases where from one third to one half of the

active members of a company have removed ; and two compa-

nies, at least, have been entirely reduced and disbanded, from

the operation of this single cause. Moreover, all those corps,

with one or two peculiar exceptions, which have been for

some time in a dwindling condition, have been done away with.

It has been thought a profitless expense of time and money to
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keep on foot such as evidently lacked
3
from whatever reason,

the elements of a healthy existence.

These causes,—had they not been met and overbalanced by

some of a contrary tendency,—would have made the diminu-

tion in our ranks, which every successive year has hitherto

shown, far greater than ever. Notwithstanding the great losses

thus occasioned, the sum total, as we have stated, gives an in-

crease ; which, if several projected companies shall be organized

during the winter, will be further augmented next season.

The following Table,—number 2,—is the return from the

May Inspections, by Divisions.
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Table numbered 3, is compiled from the returns of the Brig-

ade-Majors at the camp duty in the Fall, and exhibits the troops

in brigades.
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The following companies have been disbanded during the

year, viz :

—

Company H, 1st Regiment Light Infantry,—Boston.

K, 3d a u u New Bedford.

" G, 6th u U ii Manchester.

" E, 8th (( a ti Medfield.

" 0, 2d it Artillery, Lynn.

Five Companies in all.

The newly organized companies are as follows, viz :

—

Company H, 1st Regiment Light Infantry,—Boston.

" L, 1st " " t
"

" M, 1st " " " "

u C, 4th " « + Cambridge.

" I, 6th li « " Lawrence.
11 Rifles annexed to 6th Lt. Infantry, "

" F, 11th Regiment Light Infantry, Adams.
{( A, Qth " " n Ashland.

" A, 3d i: Artillery, Amherst.
" Cavalry, annexed to 10th Lt. Inf., Springfield.

Ten new companies in all.

Table No. 4 gives the sum total of active and enrolled mili-

tia, with their arms, equipments, &c, in detail.



1849.

WO. 4.

ABSTRACT OF THE "ANNUAL RETURNS" OF THE MASSACHUSETTS MILITIA. 1849.

TABLE A

General Staff, .

Cavalry, .

Artillery, .

Light Infantry, .

Riflemen,

Regimental Bands,

Enrolled Militia,

c
$ m
bn

R
W O)

11 11 14 10

1

17

50

5

73

4

67

194

19

284

5

84

230

24

343

4

71

177

19

271

4

51

130

14

188

82

671

2126

209

387 3088

42

5

106

300

24

«38OS

.3 .a
53 «3

Is-

95

887

2668

266

188

42

100

993

2968

290

188

477 4104 4581

Eh

97,200

97,200

4,581

97,200

101,781 10

1

18

51

5

75

ORDNANCE, AEMS, ACCOUTREMENTS, &c.

Field Equipage and Appurtenances. ARTILLERY. Implements for Loading and Firing ; and other Arms.

TABLE B.

34 34 17 17 30 52 57 34 33 26 37 30 33 172 31 26 15 56 36 38 36 33 29 60 38 36 40 30 26 44 924 924 917

3
V
W
3
>Q &

0>
-=
X>

am <

917 747 96

Arms and Equipments. CAVALRY, Arms and Equipments. INFANTRY AND RIFLEMEN.

TABLE C.
^js

TABLE D.

£3

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 696 2932 2932 286 136 3042 2798 57 3621 40 7943 22,714 3700 135 2121 71 44 25 388 156
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The operation of the system of encampments, in regard to

discipline and effective improvement in the militia system, will

from present appearances, be satisfactory in its character ; and

in its degree and extent, as productive of good as any measure

that can probably be adopted at the present time. It cannot

answer every desirable purpose, for its scope is too limited and

narrow. If it had been allowed to retain the additional day of

camp duty, provided for in the original draft, its results would

have been still better. There would have been afforded, in such

case, one unbroken and uninterrupted day of drill. The two

days, as the law now stands, are partially consumed,—the first,

in establishing the camp; the second in inspection, review, &c.

Notwithstanding the unwise economy, which thus materially

impaired the purpose and efficiency of the law, it does far more

than any other system yet tried, has done, or can do towards

establishing our militia force upon a basis of respectable dis-

cipline.

In the first place, it affords some tolerable opportunity for

battalion drill, which, under the old systems, has been a mere

absurdity, for want of any sufficient time to be devoted to it.

Secondly,—It stimulates to the utmost, the ambition and in-

dividual pride of the several companies, upon which feelings

our whole militia system has long depended, and, at present,

must still depend. It leads them to make great exertions to se-

cure to themselves favorable comparison with the numerous

corps with which they are paraded; and to discover and reme-

dy their deficiencies by such comparison, and by adoption of

good examples. It affords a test of the actual condition of com-

panies, and the accomplishments of their officers, to an extent

altogether unattainable in mere company parades, or at fall re-

views.

Officers are brought together, under circumstances that render

them all highly desirous to discharge their duties, in a manner
creditable to themselves, and acceptable to their commands ; for

there is a publicity, and a degree of actual experimental drill,

to be encountered in camp, which will not admit of evasion, or

of indifference. On the contrary, questions of etiquette, regu-

lations of various sorts, tactics, and strategy, are constantly

brought up, and discussed; and, if means of immediate adjust-
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ment are not at hand, reference is had, immediately, to the

highest accessible authority,—whether in shape of a book, or

of a superior officer present. In this way, military knowledge,

and familiarity with necessary details, will be promulgated

through the whole body of officers; and those individuals,

whose taste, pride, and diligence, have led them to elaborate and

careful study of their profession.—and some such there are,

—

diffuse their correct system, accuracy of drill, and wide notions

of the philosophy of tactics, over the whole. A generous and

active emulation is also awakened
;
and that pride, which alone

has supported our system in its hitherto precarious existence, is

roused, extended and informed,—in a word, placed under influ-

ences thoroughly adapted to draw it forth, and give it proper

direction.

Thus, not only the actual and positive discipline of the mili-

tia will be greatly raised, but the prevalent tone of feeling, the

general character of internal regulation, its spirit, its habits, its

notions of every kind, will become the result of intimate and

friendly association, and mature deliberation, of its best officers,

its most generous spirits, and its truest and wisest friends.

Already, we find a disposition to discard gold lace, and push

discipline to a higher point; to place the credit of " crack com-

panies," not in gorgeous dress, or expensive parades, but to

make it depend upon the true elements of real soldiership.

There are inherent difficulties in our system, which it is not

probable we shall ever obviate. More time for drill, more rigid-

ity of regulation, more study of manoeuvre, more of almost ev-

erything, are requisite, to change the militia-man to a thorough

soldier. But all this is by no means necessary
;
and it may be

doubted,- whether, on the whole, it would be very desirable.

The militia-man is not, and cannot, and, indeed, ought
1

not, to

be the mere machine into which discipline transforms the regu-

lar soldier. With the latter, physical constraint is made to

supersede individual volition, and all personal motive is merged

in an unquestioning obedience. The regular soldier must be,

for the most part, a mere machine ; and it is highly necessary

he should be a perfect one, else his results will be doubtful, and

his efficiency uncertain.

The member of our volunteer service is no machine. He is

a man, and a citizen, and, generally, an intelligent and high-
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spirited one. He has qualities of a higher order, that are a

substitute for the petty detail of discipline, and, probably, more

valuable of the two. Therefore, although it is of the greatest

importance to attain a high degree of accuracy, and absolutely

necessary to secure a respectable proficiency, yet we can very

well get along without mechanical perfection
;
and, in case of

the militia-man, it may sometimes be unprofitable and unwise

to make the expenditure necessary to acquire it. Under our

present system, it is very difficult, almost impossible ; but the

imperfection, at its minimum, in a well organized and efficient

corps, is not very essential, and maybe spared, better than could

be the personal interest, manly pride, and high tone, of the

armed citizen.

All the encampments, under the new law, have been marked,

as far as the troops were concerned, with praiseworthy quiet

and order. Judicious regulations, and careful arrangements,

were made by the officers; and the alacrity and cheerfulness

with which they were complied wjth, were worthy of the char-

acter, and in keeping with the honorable pride, of the militia.

In no instance was any restlessness or disorder exhibited. With-

in the line of sentries, everything was uniformly correct. The
novelty of the occasion drew together large numbers of specta-

tors.

A crew of dissolute men,—the gamblers and sharpers, that

habitually haunt the vicious quarters of the metropolis,—under-

took to transfer their scene of operations to the encampments.

This annoyance had not been anticipated, and no provision had

been made against it. Upon its recurrence, the civil authorities

were called upon to repress the violation of the laws. From
some causes or other, which I shall not undertake to explain or

specify, this duty was not done, and even, in one instance, at

least, not attempted. Emboldened by the reluctance of the au-

thorities, these violators of public decorum, were encouraged to

hold out threats of a determined resistance to the laws of the

land. The civil power was earnestly appealed to, by the offi-

cers in command of the encampments, and all assistance prof-

fered that might be needed, to sustain public order; and the

troops prepared for the emergency, in a manner that rendered

any idea of permanent resistance hopeless.

At last, this very obvious and necessary vindication of the
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public peace and decorum was effected, at Leominster,—and

that, too, without the smallest difficulty. The energetic and

manly promptitude of the High Sheriff of Middlesex, routed at

once the band of profligates; and the ball cartridges were hap-

pily found entirely unneeded. No further trouble was experi-

enced, and perfect quiet reigned at all the remaining encamp-

ments.

It is probably a hopeless endeavor, to extirpate, from a large

and wealthy community, these vices. They always have ex-

isted, and always will exist, until the nature or the habits of

men undergo great change. Legislation against merely person-

al vices and excesses, can seldom prove a radical remedy. It

only varies a little the place and manner of their exhibition.

The disease requires a moral cure, not a violent one. But de-

corum and order must be sustained, and the folly and wrong we
cannot check, must, at least, be schooled into a decent unobtru-

siveness. This unsought appendage was a source of deep dis-

gust and indignation to the soldiery, both officers and men. The
vexation was the greater, from the apparent danger, that the

inconsiderate and ill-informed might possibly impute to them

and their arrangements, a disgraceful stain, that belongs entire-

ly elsewhere. An eager and determined purpose was univer-

sally entertained, to get rid of it at all hazards ; but it was not

practicable, in the earlier instances, to obtain the sanction of the

civic power. The troops were, in those cases, compelled to

bear, in angry silence, the insult to themselves and the State.

I have had occasion to remark upon the perfect order and dis-

cipline maintained in all the encampments, by the careful ar-

rangements of the officers, and the cheerful acquiescence, and

disposition to good order and regularity, among the privates. I

considered it my duty, on the introduction of a new system, to

give to it a personal supervision and attention. In pursuance

of this view, I have been present in every encampment through-

out the State. My observations have led me to a very favora-

ble estimate of the present condition of the militia. In equip-

ment, and arms, they are abundantly efficient. They need

nothing but the conviction, that their capacity and readiness to

fulfil their duties are properly appreciated by their fellow citi-

zens, and an opportunity for a little more drill, to place them in

a position that would leave nothing of moment to be desired,

—
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on the footing of a peace establishment. They would thus form

a sufficient force to sustain the internal quiet of the Common-
wealth, to meet extraordinary temporary emergencies, and to

form a nucleus of good officers and soldiers, around whose or-

ganization, a larger strength might be rapidly gathered, in time

of need. If the Legislature could be induced to grant the

very moderate allowance of ten dollars per man, requiring, at

the same time, a week's duty, instead of two and a half days,

in each year, the system might be carried to a very high and

sufficient degree of vigor and excellence.

The First Brigade encamped at Neponset. The troops of

which it is composed, amply sustained their good reputation.

The capital corps of Lancers display always in their ranks, a

full complement of stout, able, and beautifully equipped men.

In the Artillery Regiment, Company A, Capt. Bullock, made an

appearance highly creditable to the spirit of the men, and the

well known energy and good discipline of their commander.

The Roxbury corps, also, (Company D,) under Lieut. Chase,

was in fine order. The other two companies are in the way of

improving their condition, in some respects, and will, probably,

soon be able to bear a favorable comparison with their comrades.

In the Light Infantry Regiment, under Colonel Andrews, are

a number of very fine companies. The City Guards, Capt.

Thompson, the New England Guards, Capt. Bradlee, and the

Boston Light Guard, Capt. Clark, attracted especial attention.

Few companies in the Union can equal them, in beauty of uni-

form, or exactitude of drill. It may be proper to remark here,

once for all, that it is impossible to mention every separate corps

in detail ; and that the omission so to do is by no means to be

considered in the light of censure or neglect. There are very

few companies in the State, obnoxious to severe criticism; but

there must always be some, which, from peculiar advantages,

for a time outshine, in a degree, their neighbors. It is proper

that their exertions and spirit should receive the praise to which
they are entitled; and there will, undoubtedly, be too much
generosity, in the emulation existing among the companies, to

make an occasion of offence, from what should operate simply

as a good example, and a stimulus to like activity.

The Second Brigade, under Colonel Ward, mustered at Mid-

dleborough. Unfavorable circumstances, of late, have tended
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to disorganize this brigade, to some extent, and leave it behind

others, in the rapid course of improvement that has been gen-

erally taking place. It has many spirited and intelligent offi-

cers, and very good companies. Their exertions will, probably,

soon bring it np to a good condition. There is an abundance

of good material, that requires only a little recomposition, and

drill, under energetic officers, to place everything upon an equal-

ity with the other brigades. The two companies from Abing-

ton, two from Middleborough, and the fine rifle corps belonging

in Plyrnpton, distinguished themselves particularly. A newly

raised company, from Rochester, under Capt. Look, also prom-

ises, after a little more practice, to become an ornament to its

regiment. One of the leading companies in this brigade,—the

New Bedford Guards,—has been disbanded, in consequence of

the loss of most of its officers and men, by emigration to Cali-

fornia. It is to be hoped, that this populous and wealthy city

will do its duty to itself and the State, by raising, immediately,

another corps, worthy to succeed that which has been so unfor-

tunately reduced.

The Third Brigade, under General Wilson, unluckily lost one

day, on account of a rain storm, so violent as to preclude all

exercise. Its remaining time was well employed, and sufficient

to prove, that it contains many companies capable of being

made into first rate corps, and some that already are so. Among
the latter, the Guards, and Phalanx, from Lowell, were espe-

cially conspicuous, and very closely contested for the palm of

preeminence. The Woburn Phalanx also attracted much at-

tention, by its neatness of appearance, and full ranks. A very

orderly company, and very handsomely equipped, was present

from Reading; and the Brooks Phalanx, of Medford, showed a

soldierly bearing, that earned for it the approbation of the offi-

cers. The Artillery Regiment, in this brigade, is also in good

order ; and the four companies constituting it, are all in good

condition.

The Fourth Brigade assembled at Danvers, under Colonel

Joseph Andrews. The Artillery Regiment,—the second,—be-

ing reduced, by the disbandment of the Lynn company, (C,)

was temporarily annexed to Col. Andrews's command. This

brigade is more uniform, in its composition, than any other in

the State. Made up of companies from our large towns in
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Essex County, though it boasts no splendid corps, in uniforms

equal to the leading companies of the metropolis, it has none of

an ordinary stamp. In drill, and perfectness of equipment, and

especially in its superb camp equipage, the Gth Regiment may
challenge comparison with any. It has been lately increased by

two new companies from Lawrence; one of which, under Capt.

S. C. Oliver, received the first award. It is, however, a very

difficult thing to discriminate among the companies of this regi-

ment; for they all are in excellent order. The Marblehead

Guards received the second award ; but the Marblehead Light

Infantry, the Salem Mechanic Light Infantry, and the Salem

Light Infantry, (Company A, Capt. Peabody,) were, probably,

each equally deserving of either compliment. The beautiful

execution of the manual, by the latter corps, could not be sur-

passed anywhere. The Salem City Guards, Beverly Light In-

fantry, and the artillery companies, also appeared well. Brig.

Gen. Sutton assisted at the review and inspection of the second

day.

The Fifth Brigade went into camp, at Leominster, under

Col. Morse, of the 9th Regiment, as Brig. Gen. Hobbs is in

temporary command of the division. The 9th Regiment has

established for itself a high and well deserved reputation. In

numbers, its companies excel any others, generally; and it has

some well drilled corps, that would rank high anywhere. The
Gardner Greys, and Fitchburg Light Infantry, received, respect-

ively, the first and second awards. In the other regiment, the

two companies from Worcester made a very fine appearance.

The dress of the Light Infantry is exceedingly neat and hand-

some, and, in numbers, it was superior; but the superb drill of

the Guards carried away the prize, though not without a hand-

some competition.

The Sixth Brigade was assembled at Northampton, under

command of Brig. Gen. Cook. This brigade is strong in num-
bers, and its companies are all in respectable, some of them in

fine, order. The Battalion of Artillery, attached to it, is a cap-

ital corps. Three of its companies are full, well uniformed, and
disciplined. The fourth is not so large as the others; and it

would be gratifying, if the exertions of its officers, and the in-

terest of its members, could be made availing, to recruit it tc

the standard of the others. A very fine company, newly

3
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raised, under command of Capt. Con key, is a valuable addition

to the battalion, and necessitates its organization into a regi-

ment. A general order has been issued, for this purpose. The
two regiments of Light Infantry, under Col. Hawkes, and Col.

Walkley, have made great improvement in discipline, and are

both in good order. In the 10th, the Westfield Guards, under

Capt. Monroe, received the second, and the Springfield corps,

(Company E,) the first, award. It was a point of extreme dif-

ficulty, to decide between them
;
both showing a high and cred-

itable degree of promptness and accurary. In the 11th, the

Deerfield, Company A, under Capt. Wells, and the Shutesbury,

Company D, under Capt. Haskins, obtained, respectively, the

first and second place in honor.

It may be said, in general, that a very decided advance has

been made, and is still going on, in the militia, in correct drill,

thorough system, and perfection of equipment. If the numbers

of some companies could be increased, their condition would be

highly satisfactory. This object will be promoted, by the adop-

tion of simple uniforms, and the avoidance of unnecessary ex-

pense, in every form. If the charge of doing duty in the mili-

tia, were less burdensome in this respect, a larger number of

men would join the ranks.

The militia system has been passing through a period of tran-

sition, which has, for a time, depressed its character. The pe-

culiar spirit, produced by circumstances, which formerly brought

nearly our whole male population into its ranks, abated and

died out, with the changing character of the times. The old

system survived its adaptation to the state and temper of the

community, long enough to bequeath, to its successor, a very

undesirable inheritance, of confusion, disorder, and absurdity.

But this load has been thrown off, and the new organization be-

gun to assume its proper character, of a select, neat, and re-

spectable force,—composed of men, who are inclined to the du-

ty, and both able and willing to do it well. A decent liberality

on the part of the public, evinced by a fair and honorable con-

sideration, as well as by a very small compensation, will satisfy

all its demands, and inspire it with a becoming pride, and a

sufficient energy. The grotesque incongruities of past days,

and the jumble of unmeaning evolutions, with a great ignorance

of tactics, have given way to a systematic and regulated instruc-
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tion, according to the army standard. Officers begin to feel their

responsibility, and aim at something better than empty show;

and men are learning to make the discipline and efficiency of

their respective corps, a matter of pride and emulation. I would

here, however, take the liberty to suggest, to company officers,

to dispense with the uncouth figures still seen, on some parades,

under the name of pioneers. Such appendages are unnecessary,

in our peace establishment: and the same men, properly uni-

formed, and armed with the musket, should be placed in the

ranks, where they would add alike to efficiency and appearance.

The great predominance of liberal political principles, and

the active philanthropic movements, that characterize our times,

have given rise, as an inevitable consequence, to many exag-

gerated and impracticable theories, in the social and moral

questions that occupy all thinking minds. There is so much of

pure and elevated enthusiasm, as well as of self-evident and

palpable right, that allies itself at once, in all generous natures,

to the great cause of human progress, that excessive and pre-

mature conclusions are not only readily, but eagerly, adopted,

—

wherever expanded thought and free speech are found,—by
those, whose temperament, habits, and position, place them in

the front ranks of improvement, And all this is well, or it

would not be as it is. It is the native tendency towards better

things, that is impressed upon humanity by the author of all

good,—the influence that has brought civilization out of bar-

barism, and redeemed man from slavery to himself and his

neighbors. It is the instinctive and glorious impulse to which

we must look, for future advancement in the great course of

events, that will find no limits to its career, perhaps, but which

is not, probably, destined ever to merge that struggle, which is

our birth-right as men, in absolute success, or relieve us from

the necessity of foresight and exertion, by the attainment of a

perfect social state. Indeed, it is a mortifying but indisputable

truth, that, while the masses of all civilized countries are ele-

vating themselves, with greater or less rapidity, in the scale,

there are classes, upon whose lot the ennobling influence does

not, and, for the present, cannot, operate. It is also true, that,

the higher the degree of national preeminence, the deeper and

darker becomes the obscurity and degradation, that still enwrap

the lowest orders of the people. It would seem, in truth, hardly a
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violent assumption, that the real average of intellectual, moral,

and political development, is not very sensibly changed, after all.

Every great and abiding cause, that raises the general character

of communities, and promotes the welfare of its better portions,

tends inevitably to exert a heavier pressure than ever, upon the

prostrate mass of ignorance and destitution. As the fair struc-

tures of science and art, rise higher and higher from the common
surface, so must the foundations, that bear them up, become

wider and wider, and be driven, by the increasing pressure, still

deeper into the soil. And it is a painful but indisputable truth,

that these foundations are, as yet, based upon the hard-worked

limbs and crushed hearts of human beings. Even religion, in

days past, has made itself known, to its humblest subjects,

chiefly in its burdens, its frauds, and its oppressions. As wealth

accumulates its comforts and luxuries around us, the vice that

it tempts by its plunder, the follies it sustains by its resources,

and the crimes that it stimulates, by hollow hopes of deceptive

gains, increase also, and in a still augmented ratio, among the

weak, and the over audacious, the ignorant, and the despairing.

The larger and the richer the city, the viler, the more insolent

and reckless, is its lowest populace. The elevation of prosper-

ity, only serves to widen, and render more hopeless, the distance

between itself and adversity. That these things are so, no one

can doubt. We may lament, but we have no reason to com-

plain of them. They are unavoidable consequences of an

imperfectly developed condition, that must, of necessity, bring in

its train curses as well as blessings. The only remedy is to be

found in universal education. When all men can appreciate

their positions, understand their rights, know their true inter-

ests, and recognize all their duties, then will every man find and

maintain his proper place, and under the stimulus of a well

directed ambition and the guardianship of a modest self respect,

assume his just relations to the whole community.— neither suf-

fering nor doing wrong. And this desirable result can be ob-

tained on no other conditions, within the scope of human experi-

ence.

It may be well that philosophers and enthusiasts should carry

their prospective schemes of good to the utmost limits of truth

and reason : and such is their allotted and proper part—to pre-

cede, by a long interval, the body of their kind, the voluntary
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and often martyred pioneers of the great army, and doomed not

unfrequently to the duty of a forlorn hope in the crusade against

error and vice, misery and oppression. Their golden dreams

serve to light with a brighter ray the kindling glories of the

dawn of improvement : but a long and weary day, with its heats

and its storms, its choking dusts and its vulgar and arduous

toils, must achieve the great work that lies before mankind. It

will not answer for the practical statesman to base his measures

upon the seductive beauties of this gorgeous cloud-land. He
may look to it for inspiration and for hope ; but he must look

behind him for the true theatre of his operations. It is with the

labors and the dust of the world that he has to deal—and of a

world as it is, not as it might, or ought to be. His true wisdom

is to watch prudently, and repress vigorously the existing evil,

while he cherishes the struggling good. He must protect society,

even against itself, till it needs protection no longer. When
that time shall come, there will be no longer question left of

policy or law. But till then, there is need of government ; and

all government is, of necessity, force. Upon these principles

rest our systems of jurisprudence, of laws and courts, of police

and armaments. While there are men disposal to wrong and

violence, society is compelled to assert its rights by laws and to

maintain its laws and its rights against aggression, external or

internal, by armed force, civic or military. While the spirit of

power and conquest, or of pride and revenge shall animate na-

tions, while vice and ignorance shall lead individuals to dis-

order and crime, there must be laws to vindicate the claims and

liberties of all men. While laws are needed to curb an antag-

onist power, force must be at hand to overawe, and if need be,

to crush resistance. Experience shows, most fully, that policy

and humanity both require that such corrective force shall be

prompt, energetic and abundantly sufficient.

The character of communities changes but slowly : the great

elements of individual character do not change at all. The
same selfishness, acting through the same means, and with

small circumstantial variation, for the same ends, pervades, and

always will pervade human character through all ages. The
progress of information and morals will modify it somewhat in

detail; and will undoubtedly control it more still in the general

organization of society. It will, however, at least for an indefi-
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nite future, always be true, that men will be slow to postpone

their private interests and passions, prejudices or even whims, to

the claims of others. Nothing but the pressure of the public au-

thority can repress private encroachment ; and individual rights

must seek support against individual aggression, in the disinter-

ested and impartial, or rather, in the interested but impartial

decision of the general voice. Thus, however we may improve,

by enlightened and Christianized principles, the laws and max-

ims by which public opinion is constituted; the inherent imper-

fections of humanity, as developed in individuals, render the

power of the community requisite to sustain and enforce them.

In other words, physical force is necessary to compel men to

submit their private and peculiar interests and purposes, espe-

cially in moments of temptation and excitement, to the general

good. An instance of this may be found in our license laws-

A vast majority of our citizens condemns unhesitatingly the

abuse ofardent spirits, to the disturbance of the peace and welfare

of the public. Stringent laws have long forbidden it. Yet, so

utterly impossible has it proved, to restrain individual conduct,

that the best friends of the cause have, in some instances, asked

for the repeal of enactments that have produced little but studied

and elaborate evasion, or open defiance, and flooded our courts

with the most disgusting perjury.

Opinions may differ as to the political expediency of such a

case. But the selfsame difficulties arise, in matters vital to the

very existence of society, which admit of no compromise. And,

in such cases, there must be vested somewhere in the commu-

nity, a power that defies resistance. Nothing but the certainty

of a physical force sufficient, in any emergency, to sustain the

law, can protect our property from the robber, our lives from the

assassin, or both from the blind and headlong fury of an excited

mob.

The only question then left, is—where we shall place this

power that must be the ultimate arbiter of our welfare. Public

opinion and moral conviction do not reach the ignorant ; and if

they reach, do not affect the depraved. War may be decried as

the " ultima ratio regum,"—but where other reasons fail, it must

be the ultimate argument of Republics, as well as of Despots,

against pertinacious outrage, either from within or without. It

is a painful and sad alternative ; but it leaves no other choice,
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than the dissolution of all civilized society. And it never can be

otherwise, however mortifying the fact, until we bring to a state

approximating to perfection, not only the standard of public

opinion, but also the detail of private practice. The first result

may, at some remote period, be attained. The last never can

;

for the laws of nature, for wise purpose undoubtedly, have for-

bidden it.

Thus there must be stringent law for crime and folly; and

there must also be a power adequate to enforce it, at all times

and at all hazards.

The course of events throughout the civilized world, for the

past few years, demonstrates plainly this truth. A large num-
ber of Christian nations,—our own among the rest,—have been

engaged in bloody contests for asserted rights or alleged wrongs.

One of the first historians of our times has thus proclaimed the

lesson, which all history has ever taught: "Unfortunately for

man, it is the sword which decides the fate of nations, secures

their tranquility and promotes their aggrandizement ;—it is the

sword alone which is the guardian of national honor, and the pro-

tector of public and private happiness. Commerce may enrich,

the arts may civilize, science may illuminate a people; but

these blessings can only owe their safety and stability to mili-

tary force. War, therefore, to the regret of every milder virtue,

must form the principal subject of history."*

It may be considered as a settled point, in this country, that

a standing army will never be tolerated, sufficient to effect these

objects. You may travel in any direction for hundreds of miles,

and not find a single soldier of our national army. A substitute

of some sort must be found. What better can be proposed than

to teach an adequate proportion of our young men to bear the

arms, which may be needed to defend their country and their

homes ?

In a recent number of an able periodical, are the following

remarks, which are worthy of attention in this connection,—es-

pecially to those who entertain strong views in relation to the

probability of extending rapidly among the nations, the policy

of Peace.

u As to War, the most aggrandizing and fearful of all the ex-

* Preface to Coxe's History of the House of Austria—p. 5.
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pedients of ambition, when successful, and which, if it could be

entered upon at pleasure by the Federal Government, might

truly make that Government every thing, and the States noth-

ing, the original policy of our institutions was clear and une-

quivocal against it. We were, for example, to have no consider-

able standing army. The early records are full of this axiom.

We were to depend, in ordinary, for our military operations, on

the citizen militia ; another primitive axiom, or rather another

form of the same. And then the specified conditions on which

alone, according to the federal charter itself, the militia might

be called into service, shut out altogether the notion of an ag-

gressive foreign war. Citizens cannot be sent abroad against

their will, though it were to fight their country's battles. More

than all, a war of aggression is one which, as a Christian peo-

ple—(constitutionally such in profession) we may not, cannot

urge."*

There may be a few who will undertake to oppose this argu-

ment by the assertion, that no force of any kind can be either

desirable or necessary. All will be reacly to admit, that its em-

ployment is not desirable, but experience proves, beyond any le-

gitimate doubt, that it is clearly necessary. Notwithstanding all

the moral power of kindness and the commanding dignity of right,

emergencies often arise in which their purer influences have no

room to operate, and where coarser, prompter, and more practi-

cal arguments must be used ; or mercy and beneficence, left under

the feet of brutality, and right, be, at least temporarily, prostrate

before violence.

A lecture upon the true dignity of human nature has never yet

been successfully employed to repress a mob; nor would the

sweetest smile of the victim be a shield against the ferocity of

the robber and cut-throat Physical power must do what moral

influences leave undone. The bayonet and sword must cope

with the bludgeon and the knife. What then can the strenuous

advocate of Peace and Charity do better—what else can he do,

than to entrust this element of force, absolutely necessary, to the

very existence of his cherished objects, to the quarter where it

will be least liable to abuse, and surest only for its legitimate

use—to the militia. The citizen soldier, little exposed to being

* Whig Review.
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made the tool of a systematic ambition, or the dupe of unreason-

able and unwarrantable enterprises, has no motive to misuse the

arms society puts into his hands. In no wise severed from the

rest of the community, in his daily occupations, habits, or modes

of thought,—he participates in all its ideas and shares all its in-

fluences. He does not cease to be a citizen in becoming a sol-

dier
;
and therefore, is neither ignorant or regardless of rights

and duties, which are as apparent, as dear, and as imposing to

him as to any other. His intellect is not cramped by a narrow

and mechanical vocation, nor his heart deadened by habitual

warfare, or paralyzed by the stern mandates of an involuntary

and imperative submission. None of the dangers and demoral-

izing tendencies of standing armies are found with him. In his

hands, the bayonet and sword are employed under the same con-

ditions, as his civic powers; in conformity with law, and under

the control of the general influences that pervade society. They
are, in the physical theory of the government, what his bal-

lot is in the moral,—the ultimate sanction of the rights and the

will of himself and his fellow citizens. Powerless then for evil,

—for all good and needful purposes, this institution may be

made abundantly sufficient. It would seem then, it should have

the earnest support of all lovers of peace, of freedom, and of

truth : because it places the element of force in its truest and

safest position. It entrusts it to those who have the claim to use

it, and who will, as far as human nature can be relied upon at

all, use it well. We have three alternatives to choose from,

—

anarchy, a standing army, and the militia. True philanthropy

and genuine humanity, can surely have little room for hesitation.

If this be a fair argument, the only wise and prudent course, for

those who profess to desire the speediest advancement of the

real and great interests of humanity, is to encourage, to the utter-

most, the citizen soldiery,—to respect, honor, and cherish it, as

an integral and essential part of that noble system of political

and social ordinances handed down to us by our ancestors. No
clearer, more comprehensive, and more statesmanlike exposition

of this system was ever, or perhaps can be given, than the re-

mark of John Adams to the foreigner designing to write our

history, as lately quoted by one of our most intelligent and able

writers: "The town, the parish, and the militia, are the foun-

dations of our American policy."

4
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The Arsenal will be found to be in good order, in all respects.

The accompanying tables show its contents at this time, and

the articles received from the United States, during the year.

Under the Resolve of April 28, 1849, a lot of unserviceable

guns, and munitions of various sorts, that had been accumula-

ting for some time, were sold off, together with the old wooden

sheds in the Arsenal yard. A neat and excellent building has

been erected, according to the resolve above named, from the

proceeds thereof. It is one and a half stories in height, one

hundred feet long, and twenty-five feet wide ; with a slated

roof, and a finished attic. The work and material, in every

respect, are of the best quality. The whole cost of the build-

ing is $2,728 78.

There are no other matters connected with the Arsenal,

worthy of note ; and all details are given at length, as usual, in

the tables which follow.

With high respect, your obedient servant,

GEO. H. DEVEREUX,

Adjutant General.
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The Quota of Supplies from the United States, under the law

of 1808, was received in Artillery and Equipage, and in Car-

bines and Equipments, as exhibited in

TABLE A.

Artillery and Equipage.

12 Pounder Brass Guns, No. 1 and 2,

Alger's, wt. 3577 lbs. . . 2

Field Carriages, 12 Pounders, C Mr^ g2

« « (j « ( CQh
p54

Caissons, 12 Pounders, . . 2

" 6 " . .3
Sponges and Rammers, 12 Pounders, 4

Sponges and Rammers, 6 Pound-
ers, . . . .20

Tangent Scales, 12 Pounders,

U U Q <(

Tow Hooks,

Sponge Covers, 12 Pounder,

Fuze Saws,

" Augers,

" Setters, (Brass,)

2

4

21

4

20

6

6

6

Worms and Staves, • 3 " Rasps, , 6

Tar Buckets, Iron, • 11 " Mallets, . 6

Sponge " " • 6 " Gimlets, 6

Linstocks, • 6 Shell Plug Screws, . 6

Portfire Stocks, . • 6 Elev'g Screws, (part of Carriages,
) 6

" Clippers, • 6 Handspikes, Trail, , 17

" Cases, • 6 Gunners' Gimlets, s. 6

Gunners' Haversacks, . 12 Vent Punches, 6

Tube Pouches, . . 6 Spare Poles, 5

Priming Horns, . • 6 " Wheels, . 5

" Wires, . • 6 Axes, Felling, 5

Thumbstalls, • 12 « Pick, 5

Prolonges, • 6 Shovels, . 5

Vent Covers, (Leather,) • 6

Carbines, with Swivel
Spring Rods, .

Screw Drivers, .

Bars and
300

300

Bullet and Buckshot Moulds,

Spring Vices,

30

30

Wipers, . • 300
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Since the 1st of January last, have been issued, besides the cus-

tomary Small Stores for Artillery, the Supplies exhibited in

TABLE 6.
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Table 6

—

Continued.
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In many instances, exchanges have been made, by the issue

of muskets, &c, from the arsenal, in lieu of such as had got

into bad order in the hands of companies, which are not men-

tioned in this Table.
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Return of the Ordnance, Ordnance Stores, Military Equip-

ments, fyc, in the Arsenal, at Cambridge, under the care of

the Quarter Master General, Dec. 31, 1849.

TABLE 7.

Cannon, Carriages, fyc.

Cannon, bronze 12 pounders
, , . 2

It it 9 a
• • • • . 2

u tt 6 u
• • • • 16

a it 24 a Field Howitzer, 5.82 inch, 2

u it 12 u Siege " 4.62 " . 4

« Iron, 32 it .... . 2

it tt 9 it
. 1

It ti 6 u
. . 2

it u Eprouvettes, • . 2

Carriages, (fort defence>,)32]sounders, 2

it 11 a 9 « 1

it Field 12 it 4

it it 6 11
. 14

it a 24 Howitzer, . 2

a a 12 it. 4

Caissons
f

. • 10

Mortar Beds, . • • 2

TABLE 8.

Ammunition, fyc.
—Balls and Shot, fyc.

Ball Cartridges at " Captain's Island," contained in 278 boxes,

Cannon Balls, 12 pounders,

" 9

" 6

274,458

11

42

2194
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Table 8.

—

Continued.

Balls for Eprouvettes, (two hooks for do.,) . 8

Flannel, (red,) for Cartridge Bags, . (Yds.) 40

Match Rope, (lot,) say .... . (Lbs.) 15

Port Fires, ..... 430

Priming Tubes, filled, .... . (doz.) 388

Musket Balls, 18 to lb. . . 214,200

Rifle " 32 to lb. .... 3,200

TABLE 9.

Artillery Implements and Equipments.

Artillery Swords, . . 277 Gunners' Haversacks, 109

" Belts, • . 580 " Quadrants, . 4

Bill Hooks, . • . 320 Handspikes, Trail & Common, 58

Bricoles, • . 93 Ladles and Worms, for 9, 6 and

" Hooks and Rings, . 15 3 pounders, 63

Funnels, Copper, • . 4 Lead Aprons, or Vent Covers, 20

Fuse Extractors, • . 7 Linstocks, 30

" Gimlets, • . 8 Port Fire Cases, 73

" Mallets, • . 12 " Clippers, 24

" Rasps, . • . 12 " Stocks, 40

" Saws, . • . 12 Priming Horns, 15

" Screws, • . 10 " Wires, 28

" Setters, • . 12 " Gimlets, 14

" Augers, • . 10 Prolonges, 20

Gun Searchers, • . 5 Rammers and Sponges, 72

" Covers, . • . 14 Sponge Buckets, 18

Gunners' Belts, • . 14 Tar " 26

Callipers, . . 2 Thumbstalls, 30
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Table 9.

—

Continued.

Tube Boxes, . . 36 Tompion Straps, . 10

" " Belts, . . 44 Tow Hooks, . . 50

" Pouches, . 19 Vent Punchers, . 18

Tompions, . 12 Tangent Scales, . 28

TABLE 10.

Artillery Harnesses, and parts of do.

Field Carriages and Caisson

Harnesses, complete, (sets for

two horses,) new, . . 15

Leg Guards, .

Side Straps, .

• . 19

. 35

Leading Harnesses, (extra,) . 42 Trace Chains, • •

Hames Straps, . . 18 Spare Wheels and Poles, . 10

TABLE 11.

Arms, {other than Artillery
5 ) Accoutrements, fyc.

Cartridge Boxes, (pattern 1837,) 729

" Belts, (new pattern,) 900

" " (pattern 1837,) 779

Gun Slings, . . .766

Priming Wires and Brushes, . 232

Rifle Cartridge Boxes, . 400

" " Belts, . 400

" Bayonet Scabbards, . 200

" " " Belts, 200

" Gun Slings, . .280

a pr'g wires and Brushes, 232

Waist Belts, . . .429

Non-Com'd Officers' Swords, 185

Muskets, • 8062

Pistols, Cavalry, . 197

Pikes, . 94

Rifles, Halls patent, . 200

" Common, . 937

Carbines, . 278

Sabres, Cavalry, . 369

" Belts, . 365

Bayonet Scabbards, with frogs, 843

U U pattern of

1837, • . 650

Bayonet Belts, • . 683

Waist Belts, (new pattern,) . 843

Cartridge Boxes, (new pattern,) 861 Belts for do., . 185
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Table 11.

—

Continued.

Appendages, viz.:— Tents for Field and Staff Offi-

Ball Screws, . 260 cers3, . 15

Bullet Moulds, . 60 Tents, Wall, (new,) . 82

Screw Drivers, 2400 t( Common,
•

42

Spring Vices, 260 u Poles, (sets,) . 140

Wipers, 2500 tt Mallets, . 54

Spare Flints, (lot,) say, . 200 u Pins, . 2300

" Flint Caps, . 600 Standard Boxes, . 5

TABLE 12.

Miscellaneous Articles, not included in previous tables.

Adzes, Copper, (one at Captain's Benches, Stools, . 3

Island, one at Arsenal,) . 2 Camp Kettles, . 52

Axes, Felling, . 10 Chests, Store, . 2

" Pick, . . 13 " Shot, . 4

Bit Stocks, . 2 " Copper, . 1

Boxes for Muskets, 309 Chisels, . 5

" " Rifles, 57 Crowbars, . 18

" " Sabres, 11 Drums, . 4

" " Artillery Swords, , 3 " Sticks, 4

" " Pistols, 3 Drying Pans, . 2

" " Equipments, 49 Fifes, 4

" " Officers' Tents, 14 Files, assorted, . 6

" M Carbines, . 14 Flags, . 2

Brushes, Bench, 2 " Staffs, . . 2

Steel Scratch, 1 Gauges, Shot, . 19

Bugles, 10 Hammers, . 10

Benches, Work, 5 Grindstone, . . 1
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Table 12.—-Continued.

Hand Barrows, . 12 Screw Wrench, • . 1

Hand Saws, . . 9 Square, (steel,) Carpenter's, . 1

Hatchets, . 4 Steps, • . 2

j acKs, • * . 3 Shovels, . . 39

Knife, Drawing, 1 Sling Cart and Fixtures, 1

Ladders, . 9 Spades, . . 11

Lathes, . 2 Stamps, . 44

Marquee and Fixtures, 1 Stove, • 1

Padlocks, 4 Tackle and Fall, • i. 1

Paint Stone and Pommel, 1 Trowel, . . 1

Pincers, 7 Vices, Bench, . 3

Plane, Carpenter's, ; 2 " Breech, • 1

Powder Bags, . 5 " Hand, • . 1

" Cart, 1 Truck, Hand, . 1

" Measures, 12 Wheelbarrows, . 1

Rakes, 2 Water Pot, , . 1

Scale Beam, and Weights, 1 Marking Pot, • 1

Shears, Garden, 1 Glue Pot, v 1

Sounding Rod, 1 Wrenches, • 2

Screw Drivers, 6 " Breech, . . 1


